Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Sept 26, 10:30 – 12pm via Zoom

Present: Ceri Nishihara (chair), Stefanie Iverson Cabral, Rob Turner, Natasha Merchant, Yusuf Pisan

Guests: Lindsay Blackie, Jose Rodriguez, Erin Espedal, Marisa DuBois, Pam Lundquist, Cinnamon Hillyard, Charity Lovitt

Chair Report Out from UWCC Meeting
• Over 180 courses reviewed in 2 hours
• Changes:
  o UWCC will no longer look at syllabi except to ensure evaluation details match Kuali
  Predominantly checking that Learning Objectives reflect title of course
  o Areas of Knowledge changed to Areas of Inquiry
  o QSR (quantitative and symbolic reasoning) changed to RSN (reasoning)
  o Some descriptive language changed on UW’s General Education webpage
  o Equivalent courses cannot exist on same campus
  o UWCC will not check prerequisites for grad courses
• Reminders:
  o If participation is 15% or more, must include rubric

DISCUSSION:
• Rodriguez will inquire with FCAS regarding additional resources that were supposed to be coming to provide better understanding and clarity around new programs, program changes
• Concerns around equivalent courses change, considering there are several statistics classes offered at UWB that are considered equivalent
• Unknown if UWCC still planning on transitioning graduate proposals to Kuali

Curriculum Reviewed:

ELC BUS 305
Managerial Communication
CCASC Recommendations: Cannot grade on participation so include language that clarifies that if being late results in missing an activity, the points associated with that activity will be missed. Remove request for documentation for emergency or health issues.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

B CORE 104
Discovery Core: Visual, Literary, Performing Arts
CCASC Recommendations: Change justification and LO’s to reflect the special topics nature of course. Change to course title in recognition of Areas of Knowledge changing to Areas of Inquiry
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

B CORE 107
Discovery Core: Individuals & Society
**CCASC Recommendation:** Change justification and LO's to reflect the special topics nature of course. Change to course title in recognition of Areas of Knowledge changing to Areas of Inquiry.

**CCASC Decision:** RETURN THROUGH CCASC

B CORE 110
Discovery Core: Natural World

**CCASC Recommendation:** Change justification and LO's to reflect the special topics nature of course. Change to course title in recognition of Areas of Knowledge changing to Areas of Inquiry.

**CCASC Decision:** RETURN THROUGH CCASC

Rob Turner will run the next meeting in the chair’s absence.

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 11:30pm
Next meeting will be Oct 10, 10:30am-12pm